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Abstract
We consider the factorization of Hermitian quadratic matrix polynomials with nonsingular leading
coefficient, with special emphasis on the case of real symmetric systems. It is assumed that the quadratic has
a nonsingular leading coefficient (rather than the more familiar positive definite hypothesis). Theorems 3
and 8 are the central results showing how to complete a quadratic matrix function when half of the spectral
data is specified. Subsequent results give more detailed information on classical problems in which the
leading coefficient is positive definite. They concern the distribution of the two distinctive types of real
eigenvalues. The theory is illustrated with an informative set of numerical examples.
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1. Introduction
We study Hermitian quadratic eigenvalue problems, i.e. the zeros of detL(λ) where
L(λ) = Lλ2 + L1λ+ L0 (1)
and L , L1, L0 are Hermitian n × n matrices with L nonsingular. We will focus more strongly
on the special case of real and symmetric coefficients as the paper progresses.
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Given a nonsingular leading coefficient, L , and a class of matrices A ∈ Cn×n defining a right
divisor, it will be shown how to construct a class of matrices, S, so that
L(λ) = (Iλ− S)L(Iλ− A) (2)
is Hermitian.
We arrive at the factored forms by first assigning sufficient spectral data to determine A and
then deriving compatible matrices S in such a way that L(λ) has the required properties. This
is the line of attack used by Lancaster and Tisseur in [13] and, here, we provide significant
generalizations of their results. In particular, the restriction to positive definite leading coefficient
(L > 0) is relaxed, and a deeper discussion of the sign characteristics of real eigenvalues is
provided. Our analysis will take advantage of canonical structures developed in [14,7]. (See also
Chapter 10 of [4] for a different approach to inverse problems for matrix polynomials.)
Our first step consists of generalization of the results of [13] to quadratic systems with
invertible (and not necessarily definite) leading coefficient. In particular, the connection between
right and left divisors requires a new line of argument and this appears as Theorem 2, followed
by a description of compatible left and right divisors in Theorem 3. Stability of the factorization
is the subject of Theorem 5. Section 7 concerns the distribution of sign characteristics between
the left and right divisors, and the determination of stable systems. Several numerical examples
are included in the final section.
Related results appeared in [9, Theorem 5] but under the strong assumption that all
eigenvalues are real. Inverse problems for real symmetric quadratic systems are considered
by Chu et al. in [3], in which complete spectral data is provided for the construction of real
symmetric semisimple quadratic systems. Then there is interesting work on partially specified
inverse problems by Kuo et al. [10], although the methods are different. In that work it is assumed
that systems are real symmetric with L > 0 and that all eigenvalues are distinct. More recently,
there is related work on quadratic eigenvalue problems in [2,1,15]. These papers concern the
closely related problems of “de-coupling”, and “updating” without “spill-over” (see also [11]).
These works use partial canonical structures and make hypotheses which allow the authors to bi-
pass the complete canonical forms. In particular, the notion of the “sign characteristics” of real
eigenvalues does not appear. We see this concept as providing useful invariants for polynomial
(and more general) systems. Indeed, it plays a central role in the present analysis and, more
generally, in perturbation theory.
2. Compatible left divisors
If L∗ = L ∈ Cn×n andL(λ) := (Iλ−S)L(Iλ−A) is a Hermitian quadratic matrix polynomial
then, clearly,
SL A = A∗L S∗ and SL + L A = L S∗ + A∗L . (3)
Setting T = SL , the equations become
T A = A∗T ∗ and T + L A = T ∗ + A∗L . (4)
Thus, T ∗ = T + L A − A∗L and by substituting into the first equation we obtain
A∗T − T A = (A∗)2L − A∗L A. (5)
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Let T be the set of all solutions of (5). As there is a particular solution A∗L ,
T = {A∗L + Z : A∗Z − Z A = 0, and Z ∈ Cn×n}. (6)
Definition. Write T as the disjoint union of TH and TN H where
TH = {A∗L + Z1 : A∗Z1 − Z1 A = 0 and Z∗1 = Z1} (7)
and
TN H = {A∗L + Z2 : A∗Z2 − Z2 A = 0 and Z∗2 ≠ Z2}.
Then, clearly, T = TH  TN H and TH  TN H = ∅.
Let A = X J X−1 be a Jordan canonical decomposition of A ∈ Cn×n and define
B(J ) := {B ∈ Cn×n : B J = (B J )∗, B∗ = B}. (8)
For the homogeneous equation associated with (5) and (7) we have Lemma 2 of [13]:
Lemma 1. If A ∈ Cn×n has a Jordan decomposition A = X J X−1 then Z1 is a Hermitian
solution of the homogeneous equation A∗Z1− Z1 A = 0 if and only if Z1 = X−∗B X−1 for some
B ∈ B(J ).
The next result provides a generalization of Theorem 1 of [13].
Theorem 2. Given a nonsingular matrix L∗ = L and a right divisor Iλ − A, the polynomial
L(λ) of (2) is Hermitian if and only if S = T L−1, where T ∈ TH of (7).
Proof. Given T ∈ TH we are to show that, if S := T L−1, then SL+L A and SL A are Hermitian.
But S = T L−1 implies
SL + L A = T + L A. (9)
Because T ∈ TH , and using Lemma 1, we have
T = A∗L + Z , and Z∗ = Z = X−∗B X−1 (10)
for some B ∈ B(J ). Thus,
T + L A = A∗L + L A + X−∗B X−1
which is Hermitian. From (9) we see that SL + L A is Hermitian.
Then, using (10), S = T L−1 implies
SL A = T A = A∗L A + X−∗B X−1 A = A∗L A + X−∗B J X−1
= A∗L A + X−∗ J ∗B X−1 = A∗L A + A∗X−∗B X−1
= A∗L S∗ = (SL A)∗,
as required.
Conversely, if SL + L A and SL A are Hermitian we are to show that S = T L−1 where
T ∈ TH , i.e. T = A∗L + Z and Z∗ = Z .
Define T := SL and we show that T ∈ TH . But
SL A = A∗L S∗ and SL + L A = L S∗ + A∗L
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imply
T A = A∗T ∗ and T + L A = T ∗ + A∗L ,
and substituting from the second relation into the first, T A = A∗(T + L A − A∗L), so that
(T − A∗L)A = A∗(T − A∗L),
or
A∗T − T A = (A∗)2L − A∗L A.
It only remains to show that T ∈ TH . In order to obtain a contradiction assume that S = T L−1
and T ∈ TN H , meaning that T = A∗L + Z2, with Z2 non-Hermitian. But that means that
L1 = SL + L A = T + L A is Hermitian. Moreover L1 = A∗L + Z2 + L A and Z2 is not
Hermitian. Setting A∗L + L A = H , which is obviously Hermitian, implies Z2 = L1 − H . But
that would make Z2 Hermitian—a contradiction. So T ∉ TN H and T ∈ TH . 
Observe that we may also write
L(λ) = Lλ2 − (T + L A)λ+ T A, (11)
giving simple expressions for the “damping” and “stiffness” coefficients compatible with L and
A in terms of the solutions of (5).
In the monic case, L = I , a little calculation shows that (5) reduces to the pivotal Eq. 5 of [13].
As in the monic case, Eq. (5) is generally singular. However, it is consistent: there is always the
elementary solution, T = A∗L (when S = A∗; the solution of minimal interest). The solution T
is unique if and only if A and A∗ have no eigenvalues in common, and this is the case if all the
eigenvalues of A are in the open upper-half of the complex plane, for example.
An immediate consequence of the theorem is as follows.
Theorem 3. Given matrices A and L = L∗ in Cn×n with L nonsingular and a Jordan canonical
decomposition A = X J X−1, all matrices S for which L(λ) of (2) is Hermitian have the form
S = A∗ + (X−∗B X−1)L−1 (12)
for some B ∈ B(J ).
The next corollary indicates how the spectrum of the left divisor is determined by the right
divisor and the choice of B from B(J ) of (8).
Corollary 4. With the hypotheses of Theorem 3, the spectrum of the left solvent, S, is that of
J ∗ + B(X∗L X)−1, B ∈ B(J ).
Proof. Since A∗ = X−∗ J ∗X∗, it follows from (12) and the fact that B∗ = B that
S = X−∗{J ∗X∗ + B X−1L−1} = X−∗{J ∗ + B(X∗L X)−1}X∗,
which is a similarity, so the statement follows. 
Notice that the last displayed equation can also be written in the form:
S = A∗ + (X−∗B X−1)L−1
so that (12) defines left divisors compatible with A in the sense that L(λ) of Eq. (2) is Hermitian.
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3. Stability of the factorization
Suppose that Theorem 3 holds so that L(λ) = (Iλ− S)L(Iλ− A) is Hermitian. Then
L−1L(λ) = (Iλ− L−1SL)(Iλ− A) (13)
is a factorization of the monic polynomial L−1L(λ) into monic factors.
There is a well-developed theory of stability of factorization of monic polynomials into monic
polynomial factors (see Chapter 17 of [8] and Section 5.8 of [7]), so we define a factorization of
the form (2) to be stable if and only if the monic factorization of (13) is stable in this sense. This
can be done because (2) and (13) share the same companion matrix
0 I
−L−1SL A L−1SL + A

and stability is defined in terms of the invariant subspaces of this matrix.
Now we can apply Theorem 5.8 of [7] to obtain:
Theorem 5. Assume that a factorization (2) holds with L nonsingular. Then this factorization is
stable if and only if A and S have no common eigenvalues or, for each common eigenvalue λ0 of
A and S we have dim Ker(L(λ0)) = 1.
4. Real systems
Many applications concern systems L(λ) with real symmetric coefficients. In particular, the
leading coefficient is nonsingular and real-symmetric: L = LT ∈ Rn×n . In this case, we
may specify a real right divisor A with a real Jordan form JR . Thus, there is a nonsingular
X ∈ Rn×n such that A = X JR X−1 (see Theorem 6.7.1 of [12], for example) and note that if A
is semisimple, then JR is real and tridiagonal.
Now non-real eigenvalues assigned to L(λ) via matrix A must appear in conjugate pairs, and
then the same will be true for the left divisor, S, although the numbers of conjugate pairs in A
and S may differ. The following result is a generalization of Theorem 6 of [13].
Theorem 6. Given a nonsingular matrix L = LT ∈ Rn×n and an A ∈ Rn×n with A =
X JR X−1, X ∈ Rn×n and JR a real canonical form, all matrices S ∈ Rn×n for which
L(λ) := (Iλ− S)L(Iλ− A)
has real and symmetric coefficients have the form S = AT +Z L−1 for some Z ∈ Rn×n satisfying
Z T = Z and AT Z = Z A.
The proof of the theorem is an easy verification.
Example 1. Let
L =
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 and JR =
α 0 00 µ ω
0 −ω µ
 , µ ≠ 0, ω ≠ 0
and take X = I so that, for simplicity, A = JR . It is easily seen that Z has the form
Z =
z1 0 00 z11 z12
0 z12 z22
 ∈ R3×3.
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Then
S = AT + Z L−1 =
 α 0 z1z12 µ+ z11 −ω
−z11 ω + z12 µ
 ,
and we obtain the real-symmetric coefficients
SL + L A =
 z1 −ω α + µ−ω 2µ+ z11 ω + z12
α + µ ω + z12 −z11
 ,
SL A =
 αz1 −αω αµ−αω µ2 + z11µ− z12ω µω + z11ω+z12µ
αµ µω + z11ω+z12µ ω2 + z12ω − z11µ
 . 
5. Compatible left divisors: eigenvalues distinct
As in [13] it is argued1 that, if one has the freedom to assign eigenvalues to a system it is
most likely that they will be chosen to be distinct. So we assume here that, in the right divisor,
A = X J X−1 ∈ Cn×n has distinct eigenvalues2 and write
J = Diagλ1, λ2, . . . , λ2s  
conj.pairs
, λ2s+1, . . . , λ2s+r  
nonreal
, λ2s+r+1, . . . , λ2s+r+t  
real

, (14)
(2s + r + t = n) where the 2s + r nonreal eigenvalues consist of s complex conjugate
pairs (λ2 j−1, λ2 j ) with λ2 j = λ2 j−1, j = 1: s and r nonreal eigenvalues satisfying λ2s+ j ≠
λ2s+k, j, k = 1: r . Under these hypotheses it is easily seen that B(J ) of (8) has the form:
B(J ) =

Diag

0 µ1
µ1 0

, . . . ,

0 µs
µs 0

, 0, . . . , 0, γ1, . . . γt

∈ Cn×n :
µ j = α j + iβ j , α j , β j , γk ∈ R, (β j ≠ 0), j = 1: s, k = 1: t

, (15)
and involves 2s + t real parameters. In particular, we see from Theorem 3 that, when A has no
real eigenvalues (t = 0) and no complex conjugate pairs (s = 0), then B = 0 and the trivial
solution S = A∗ is unique.
If J has the form (14), then B is tridiagonal (as in (15)) and we interpret Theorem 3 in
the following way: Since X−1 A = J X−1, the determination of coefficients L1 and L0 is
reduced essentially to the calculation of the left eigenvectors (rows of X−1) associated with
the eigenvalues of A. Indeed, in the Jordan canonical decomposition of A, the rows of
X−1 =
y
∗
1
...
y∗n
 (16)
1 Here, the discussion is very close to that of [13] and we adapt the latter, rather than inventing new phraseology.
2 The inclusion of multiple semisimple eigenvalues in this discussion is straightforward. Indeed, the numerical
examples of Section 7 will include this case.
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define a complete set of left eigenvectors of A and we can rewrite S in (12) as
S = A∗ +

s
j=1

(α j + iβ j )Y j + (α j − iβ j )Y ∗j

+
t
k=1
γk Zk

L−1, (17)
with 2s + t = n − r and rank-one matrices
Y j := y2 j−1 y∗2 j , j = 1: s, and Zk := y2s+r+k y∗2s+r+k, k = 1: t. (18)
With these constructions, Theorem 3 leads to the following.
Corollary 7. Let L = L∗ be nonsingular and A = X J X−1 ∈ Cn×n with distinct eigenvalues,
and J as in (14). If s + t rank one matrices Y j , Zk are defined from X−1 as in (16) and (18),
then the coefficients of a Hermitian system L(λ) = Lλ2 + L1λ+ L0 having A as a right solvent
can be written in the form
−L1 = L A + A∗L +
s
j=1

(α j + iβ j )Y j + (α j − iβ j )Y ∗j

+
t
k=1
γk Zk, (19)
L0 = A∗L A +
s
j=1

λ2 j (α j + iβ j )Y j + λ2 j (α j − iβ j )Y ∗j

A +
t
k=1
γk Zk A, (20)
where the 2s + t real numbers α j , β j , j = 1: s, and γk, k = 1: t are arbitrary.
6. Splitting the spectrum
Suppose that there is a total of 2q real eigenvalues for the system (counting multiplicities).
Form two q × q real diagonal matrices from them, Rr and Rl , which are to specify the real
spectrum of the right and the left divisors, respectively. Thus,
Rr = Diag

λ1 I1, . . . λr Ir

, Rl = Diag

λr+1 Ir+1, . . . λr+s Ir+s

, (21)
with λi ≠ λ j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r and for r + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r + s. The two “types” of real eigenvalues
(positive and negative type) could be allocated one to each matrix (as in factorization theory),
but this is not necessary.
Then the complete set of eigenvectors of the right divisor forms the columns of an n × n
nonsingular matrix

Xr U − iV
 ∈ Cn×n . Using this data we construct a semisimple right
divisor with the associated spectrum as follows: If
Jr :=

Rr 0
0 M + i N

, N > 0, (22)
the right divisor is
λI − A := Xr U − iV  (λI − Jr ) Xr U − iV −1 .
Then we are to construct an S ∈ Cn×n so that L(λ) = (Iλ− S)L(Iλ− A) of (2) is a Hermitian
quadratic polynomial.
Since A is given in the form
A = [Xr (U − iV )]Jr [Xr (U − iV )]−1, (23)
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Theorem 3 provides a description of all matrices S for which (2) is Hermitian, namely,
S = A∗ + (X−∗0 B X−10 )L−1 where X0 :=

Xr U − iV

(24)
and B ∈ B(Jr ) (see (8)).
Notice that, in this construction, conjugate pairs of eigenvalues do not appear in matrix J
of (14) and multiple semisimple real eigenvalues are admitted, so that (rather than (15)) the
description of matrices B ∈ B(Jr ) takes the partitioned form
B =

B11 0
0 0

∈ Cn×n . (25)
If we make a partition of B consistent with that of Jr in (22) and use some basic properties
of linear matrix equations (see Theorem 2, of Section 12.3 of [12], for example) it follows that
B12, B21, and B22 are all zero and
B11 Rr = Rr B11, B∗11 = B11. (26)
If we assume (without loss of generality) that equal diagonal entries of Rr are grouped together
as in (21), then B11 is an arbitrary Hermitian block-diagonal—with the block sizes determined
by the multiplicities of the r distinct eigenvalues of Rr .
According to Corollary 4 the spectrum of S is that of
Rr 0
0 M − i N

+ B(X∗0 L X0)−1, B ∈ B(Jr ). (27)
Notice also that, if the quadratic matrix polynomial is to be real and symmetric (or Hermitian),
then the spectrum of S is necessarily that of M − i N together with the real spectrum having
“complementary” type to the real spectrum of A (to be determined).
Now (27) takes the form
Rr 0
0 M − i N

+

B11 0
0 0

X Tr
U T + iV T

L

Xr U − iV
−1
(28)
and, hence,
σ(S) = σ(M − i N ) ∪ σ(Rr + B11∆) (29)
where ∆ is the leading q × q submatrix of (X∗0 L X0)−1.
Consider the matrix (X∗0 L X0)−1 of (24) and (28). Observe that if L > 0, then X∗0 L X0 > 0
thus, (X∗0 L X0)−1 > 0. Since ∆ is the leading q × q submatrix of (X∗0 L X0)−1, that means that
∆ > 0 as well. The last observation is important for the analysis of the next section.
For a part of the non-real spectrum of the left divisor we have that of M−i N (as we must) and
the remaining spectrum of the left divisor is that of Rr + B11∆, where B11 is an s × s Hermitian
block diagonal matrix commuting with Rr . The spectrum of Rr + B11∆ is not necessarily real—
as the following example indicates.
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Example 2. Let A = Diag[1, 3, 4, 2+ i, 5− 3i],
L =

2 5 6 2 0
5 15 19 9 12
6 19 23 10 18
2 9 10 5 6
0 12 18 6 35
 .
(which is indefinite) and B = Diag[−1,−1, 1, 0, 0], thus B11 = Diag[−1,−1, 1]. A matrix X
that diagonalizes A is obviously the identity and computing S = A∗+ X−∗B X−1L−1 (see (24))
we obtain
S =

1.3818 0.0993 −0.607 0.6909 0.1597
0.0993 3.6612 −0.434 −0.4504 0.0737
0.607 0.434 3.5015 −0.1965 0.1412
0 0 0 2− i 0
0 0 0 0 5+ 3i
 ,
with σ(S) = {1.5454, 3.4996± 0.4481i, 2− i, 5+ 3i}. In addition to the required conjugates of
complex eigenvalues of the right divisor, another conjugate pair has arisen. (This data generates
a Hermitian polynomial.) 
It would be interesting however to ensure that the non-real spectrum of one divisor is just
the complex conjugate of that of the other. Of course, this implies that the two divisors contain
the same number of real eigenvalues. This is to be done according to the “types” of the real
eigenvalues. Thus, when assigning the right divisor, its real spectrum is to be all of positive type
or all of negative type.
This construction relies on Proposition 4.2 of [5] which ensures that the real eigenvalues
(counting multiplicities) are equally divided between those of positive and negative types. (This
is a property of systems of even degree with invertible leading coefficient.) Thus, by assigning
one of the two types to one divisor we will ensure that the other divisor has all real eigenvalues
of complementary type.
It will be shown in the next section that this can be achieved with the proper choice of matrix
B11 of (25).
Remark. Since the real spectrum of the left divisor is that of Rr + B11∆ (see (29)), we have a
way to include real eigenvalues common to both divisors.
Having assigned the right divisor, let Rr = Diag[λ1 Im1 , . . . , λk Imk , . . . , λr Imr ], where
λi ∈ R and mi is the corresponding multiplicity (i = 1, . . . , r ). But this implies that B11 =
Diag[B1, . . . , Bk, . . . , Br ], with Bi ∈ Cmi×mi , for i = 1, . . . , r . If we assign B11 in such a way
that det(Bk) = 0, then there is a uˆ ∈ Cmk for which uˆ∗Bk = 0. If the vector u =

0
uˆ
0

is consistent
with the dimensions of B11, then
u∗(Rr + B11∆) = u∗Rr + u∗B11∆ = λk uˆ Imk = λku,
so that λk is an eigenvalue of the left divisor as well. 
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7. Sign characteristics and stability
Here we assume that, in a factorization (2), the real spectrum of A is all of one type. This
forces the real spectrum of complementary type to be that of Rr + B11∆—making it all real.
However, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 8. Let L(λ) be as in (2) with L = L∗ ∈ Cn×n nonsingular, and a semisimple matrix
A as in (23). Then the real eigenvalues of A are all of positive type (resp. negative type) if and
only if B11 of (26) is negative definite (resp. positive definite).
Proof. Let A be constructed as in (22) and (23). The two cases of the theorem can be treated
similarly, so assume that the real eigenvalues of A are all of positive type. For the spectrum of
associated left divisors, S, Eqs. (27)–(29) hold.
Let the distinct real eigenvalues of A be λ1, . . . , λr , (r < n), with multiplicities m1, . . . ,mr ,
respectively. Let λk have linearly independent right eigenvectors x1, . . . , xmk and define Pk :=
x1 · · · xmk
 ∈ Cn×mk .
Define L(1)(λ) = ddλL(λ) = 2λL − SL − L A and then, using (2) and (24),
P∗k L(1)(λk)Pk = P∗k (2λk L − SL − L A)Pk,
= P∗k {2λk L − (A∗L + X−∗0 B X−10 )− L A}Pk,
= 2λk P∗k L Pk − P∗k A∗L Pk − P∗k L APk − P∗k X−∗0 B X−10 Pk,
and, since APk = λk Pk and P∗k A∗ = λk P∗k ,
P∗k L(1)(λk)Pk = −P∗k X−∗0 B X−10 Pk = −(X−10 Pk)∗

B11 0
0 0

X−10 Pk . (30)
The rows of the matrix X−10 =
X∗1
.
.
.
X∗r

(where X∗i ∈ Cmi×n, i = 1, . . . , r ) determine a complete
set of left eigenvectors for A. Recalling the definition of Pk and using the biorthogonality of right
and left eigenvectors we obtain
X−10 Pk =
 0X∗k Pk
0
 ∈ Cn×mk .
But it follows from (26) that B11 is a block-diagonal sum of matrices B j ∈ Cm j×m j for
j = 1, . . . , r . Consequently, (30) reduces to
P∗k L(1)(λk)Pk = −(X∗k Pk)∗Bk X∗k Pk .
But, by hypothesis, P∗k L(1)(λk)Pk > 0, and so Bk is negative definite for each k. Then, since B11
is a direct sum of these matrices, B11 is negative definite.
Conversely, if B11 < 0, it follows from (30) that all real eigenvalues of A have positive
type. 
The next theorem shows that if, in addition, the leading coefficient, L , is positive definite
then, in a certain (loose) sense, positive type eigenvalues exceed those of negative type (see also
Example 1.5 of [6]).
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Theorem 9. If L > 0, (22) holds, and all real eigenvalues of the right divisor A have positive
type, then the real eigenvalues of the left divisor S are all of negative type, and the largest real
eigenvalue of A is greater than all real eigenvalues of S.
Proof. It has been seen in (29) that the real spectrum of the left divisor, S, includes that of
C := Rr + B11∆ with ∆ > 0, B11 = Diag[B1, . . . , Br ] and Rr of (21). Assume first that all
real eigenvalues of the right divisor A have positive type. That would make B11 < 0 according
to Theorem 8. If µ is a real eigenvalue of S, it is also a real eigenvalue of C , and µw∗ = w∗C
for some w ≠ 0.
Then C B11 = Rr B11 + B11∆B11 and
w∗C B11w = µw∗B11w = w∗Rr B11w + w∗B11∆B11w.
Partition vector w consistently with the diagonal blocks of B11, say w∗ =

w∗1 · · · w∗r

and,
recalling (21) we obtain
µ (w∗B11w) =
r
j=1
λ jw
∗
j B jw j + w∗B11∆B11w.
But the real number
λ :=
r
j=1
λ jw
∗
j B jw j
w∗B11w
is in the convex hull of λ1, . . . , λr , and
w∗B11∆B11w
w∗B11w
< 0,
so that µ < λ.
Finally, it follows from the fact that the two types are the same in number (and the non-
real spectra of the two divisors are matched because they are in conjugate pairs) that all real
eigenvalues of the left divisor must have negative type. 
An immediate consequence of the theorem is a result concerning the construction of stable
systems.
Corollary 10. With the hypotheses of Theorem 9, if the spectrum of the right divisor is assigned
to the closed left-half of the complex plane, then the spectrum of the left divisor is in the open left
half-plane.
Assume now that we assign a symmetric, nonsingular leading coefficient L and a left divisor
S = Y JlY−1 with Jl in Jordan form. Using the techniques of Section 2 we construct compatible
right factors using (24): A = S∗ + L−1Y B ′Y ∗ where
B ′ ∈ B(J ∗l ) := {B ∈ Cn×n : B J ∗l = (B J ∗l )∗, B∗ = B}.
Matrix A of the right divisor now has the same spectrum as J ∗l +∆′B ′, where ∆′ = Y ∗L−1Y .
If the hypotheses of Section 5 for the spectrum of A now hold for S we obtain
B ′ =

B ′11 0
0 0

(31)
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where B ′11 is a block diagonal Hermitian matrix that commutes with Rl , and
Jl :=

Rl 0
0 M2 + i N2

, N2 > 0. (32)
Thus, we obtain the next corollary, which is a dual for Theorem 8 concerning the left divisor.
Corollary 11. With these hypotheses (immediately above), all real eigenvalues of S have
positive type (resp. negative type) if and only if B ′11 of (31) is negative definite (resp. positive
definite).
The following results also follow readily:
Corollary 12. If L > 0, (32) holds, and all real eigenvalues of the left divisor S have positive
type, then the real eigenvalues of the right divisor A are all of negative type. Furthermore, the
largest real eigenvalue of S is greater than all real eigenvalues of A.
Corollary 13. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 9 the least real eigenvalue of S is less than all
real eigenvalues of A
Proof. L(λ) = (Iλ − S)L(Iλ − A) is Hermitian, where L > 0 and S = A∗ + X−∗B X−1L−1
and A = X0 Jr X−10 in Jordan form. According to Theorems 8 and 9, the assumption that the real
eigenvalues of A are of positive type implies that the real eigenvalues of S have negative type,
and B11 of (26) is negative definite. Furthermore, the largest eigenvalue of A is greater than all
eigenvalues of S.
Observe that, because L(λ) of (2) is Hermitian, so is
L′(λ) = (Iλ+ S)L(Iλ+ A)
simply because SL+ L A and SL A are Hermitian. But now the solvents of L′(λ) are−S and−A
and we have −S = −A∗ + X−∗0 (−B)X−10 L−1, with
−B =
−B11 0
0 0

∈ B(Jr ).
But this implies that the eigenvalues of −A in L′(λ) are now of negative type. Then those of
−S are of positive type and if µ−S,max is the maximum real eigenvalue of −S then µ−S,max >
λ−A,max where, by Corollary 12, the latter is the maximum real eigenvalue of −A. Obviously
then, −µ−S,max = µS,min < λA,min = −λ−A,max. 
8. Examples
Throughout this set of examples, numbers are quoted as integers or they are in truncated 4-
decimal form.
Example 3. In this example we have L ∈ R3×3, L > 0, and the given right divisor has one real
eigenvalue, say λ1, and a complex conjugate pair. It is found that the same is true for the left
divisor and, since the assigned real eigenvalue has negative type, that of the left divisor, say λ2,
necessarily has positive type and λ2 > λ1.
Let
L =
14 7 77 13 3
7 3 5
 > 0 and A =
2+ 3i 2 10 2− 3i 3
0 0 2
 .
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We have A = X J X−1 where
X =
1 0.3162i −0.2085+ 0.417i0 0.9487 0.6255
0 0 0.6255i
 ,
X−1 =
y∗1y∗2
y∗3
 =
1 −0.3333i −0.3333(1+ i)0 1.0541 1.0541i
0 0 −1.5986i
 .
Since A has a conjugate pair of eigenvalues and one real, Eqs. (19) and (20) give:
−L1 = L A + A∗L + (α + iβ)Y1 + (α − iβ)Y ∗1 + γ Z , (33)
L0 = A∗L A + {(2+ 3i)(α + iβ)Y1 + (2− 3i)(α − iβ)Y ∗1 }A + γ Z A, (34)
for α, β, γ ∈ R. We next compute:
Y1 = y1 y∗2 =
0 1.0541 1.0541i0 0.3513i −0.3513
0 0.3513(−1+ i) −0.3513(1+ i)
 ,
Z = y3 y∗3 =
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 2.5555
 .
Then in (33) and (34) we have Hermitian matrices dependent on the real parameter γ :
L A + A∗L + γ Z =
 56 56− 42i 63− 21i56+ 42i 80 72+ 9i
63+ 21i 72− 9i 52+ 2.5555γ
 ,
A∗L A + γ Z A =
 182 21− 168i 98− 147i21+ 168i 281 202+ 156i
98+ 147i 202− 156i 257+ 5.111γ
 .
Now it is clear that−L1 of (33) is Hermitian because the remaining term, (α+iβ)Y1+(α−iβ)Y ∗1 ,
is twice the Hermitian part of (α + iβ)Y1.
Now we compute a matrix S of (12) by choosing α+ iβ = 1+ i and γ = 1 in (15). It is found
that
S =
 2.3012− 3.4518i 0.0753+ 0.1506i −0.6776+ 0.7529i2.7278− 0.1757i 1.8118+ 3.0627i −1.1168+ 0.1381i
−0.1386− 0.3263i 3.0536+ 0.1129i 4.0729+ 0.389i

with σ(S) = {2.4664 − 3.5169i, 2.4664 + 3.5169i, 3.253} and an eigenvector of L(λ) for the
real eigenvalue:
w =
0.5951+ 0.0228i0.2127− 0.8823i
0.9746− 0.1383i
 .
(Note that w is a right eigenvector of L(λ), but a left eigenvector of S.) Since γ > 0, the real
eigenvalue, 2, of L(λ) corresponding to A is of negative type, while the real eigenvalue of S has
positive type because
w∗L(1)(3.253)w = 2.1319 > 0. 
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Example 4 (Dependence on B). In this example L ∈ R4×4 with L > 0. We assign three real
eigenvalues to the right divisor, with one of them of multiplicity two, and one non-real. Three
choices are made of matrix B to illustrate the general theory.
Let L =

11 5 4.5 0
5 6 4 −0.5
4.5 4 5 0
0 −0.5 0 5.5

> 0 and A =

1 1 3 4
0 2 0 2
0 0 2 4
0 0 0 i

with σ(A) = {1, 2, i} and
λ2 = 2 is a semi-simple eigenvalue of multiplicity 2. Then, with JA = Diag[1, 2, 2, i], matrices
B ∈ C4×4 with B JA = JA∗B, B∗ = B have the form
B = Diag

b1,

b11 b12
b21 b22

, 0

.
It can be seen that, in each of the three cases below, the distribution of sign characteristics is
consistent with the general theory.
(i) Let b1 = b12 = b21 = b22 = −1, b11 = −2 and use Eq. (12) of Theorem 3 to obtain:
S =

0.4839− 0.037i −0.0809+ 0.1838i 1.1292− 0.1137i 0.9017+ 0.9258i
2.0976+ 0.0695i 2.0692− 0.3448i −2.5376+ 0.2133i −2.4947− 1.7364i
6.7579+ 0.2428i 2.1306− 1.2056i −8.8866+ 0.7459i −9.0023− 6.0712i
10.8845− 4.1588i 3.9090− 4.0047i −13.8388+ 13.5044i −23.4466− 1.3641i
 ,
with σ(S) = {1.596, 0.8744,−32.2504,−i}. It can be seen that the interlacing of real
eigenvalues of positive and negative types is consistent with the theory.
(ii) If b1 = −1, b12 = b21 = b22 = −10 and b11 = −20, then we obtain a matrix S with
spectrum σ(S) = {−132.16,−7.94, 0.83,−i}. We see that by the choice of B we have
“separated” the eigenvalues of negative type from those of positive type.
(iii) With b1 = 10, b12 = b21 = b22 = 10 and b11 = 20, σ(S) = {250.56, 12.42, 2.94,−i}.
In this case, although the real eigenvalues of A precede those of S on the real axis, they
necessarily acquire negative type and those of S have positive type. 
Example 5 (Indefinite Leading Coefficient). This example is in two parts with an indefinite
leading coefficient in both cases. In the first case, the right divisor A has real and distinct
eigenvalues, and the choice of B determines an S which also has real distinct eigenvalues. In
the second case, A has a multiple real eigenvalue leading to a left divisor S with distinct real
eigenvalues. Recall that
L(λ) = (λI − S)L(λI − A) = λ2L − λ(SL + L A)+ SL A.
A. (Distinct eigenvalues.) Let
L =
−2 3 13 4 2
1 2 6
 and A =
1 0 34 3 1
0 0 2

be the right divisor with J1 = Diag[3, 1, 2] and
X =
0 0.4472 0.22421 −0.8944 −0.9717
0 0 0.0747
 .
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Then X−1 AX = J1. Choosing B = Diag[1, 3, 4] we construct a left divisor using (24):
S = A∗ + X−∗B X−1L−1. Thus,
S =
−2.3256 10.3605 −6.7326−0.4419 2.9535 1.2558
−9.4186 −76.9651 180.0581
 ,
with σ(S) = {−2.1726, 3.0097, 179.8490}. Computing the remaining coefficients of L(λ) we
obtain real symmetric matrices
SL + L A =
 39 30 −2330 25 30
−23 30 934
 and SL A =
113 63 6463 39 72
64 72 1762
 .
B. (A multiple eigenvalue.) Let
L =

−1 1 1 0
1 −1 3 2
1 3 1 1
0 2 1 −1
 , A =

1 1 3 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 3

and note that L is indefinite. A matrix that diagonalizes the right divisor A is
X =

1 0.7071 0.9487 0
0 0.7071 0 0
0 0 0.3162 0
0 0 0 1
 ,
with X−1 AX = J1 = Diag[1, 2, 2, 3]. Since the right divisor has a multiple eigenvalue of
multiplicity 2, B has the form:
B = Diag

b1,

b11 b12
b21 b22

, b3

.
Assigning B =
−1 0 0 0
0 −1 2 0
0 2 −7 0
0 0 0 −4

and computing the left divisor from (24) we obtain
S =

2.1667 0.5 −0.3333 0.6667
0.3287 3.9861 −1.6574 2.3148
−5.2153 −20.1180 16.9027 −25.3333
−1.3333 0 −1.3333 5.6667
 ,
with σ(S) = {21.2943, 3.8292, 1.5986, 2}.
The remaining coefficients of L(λ) are the real symmetric matrices
SL A =

−2 2 2 0
2 −6 31.8885 12
2 31.8885 −142 6
0 12 6 −21

and SL + L A =
−3 3 3 0
3 −5 21.9443 10
3 21.9443 −69 5
0 10 5 −10

. 
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Example 6 (Distribution of the Sign Characteristic). We assign a positive definite leading
coefficient
L =

13 3 0 5
3 14 5 0
0 5 12 8
5 0 8 12
 > 0.
Using A and the negative definite matrix B of Example 5B, we construct a left divisor
S =

1.1859 −0.2217 0.7092 −0.5502
2.2660 0.5931 2.5798 −2.2474
−8.3486 12.4499 −24.8617 22.6364
0.6467 −0.5421 1.1299 1.6439
 ,
with spectrum σ(S) = {−26.7534, 0.7803, 1.9506, 2.5837}.
Since B is negative definite the eigenvalues of A, the right divisor, are 1, 2, 2, and 3, and they
all have positive type—as we now show.
The matrix that diagonalizes A is
X = [x1, x2, x3, x4] =

1 0.7071 0.9487 0
0 0.7071 0 0
0 0 0.3162 0
0 0 0 1

and the associated sign characteristics of the eigenvalues of A are provided by the signs of the
quadratic forms −x∗1 X−∗B X−1x1 = 1 and −x∗4 X−∗B X−1x4 = 4 for λ1 = 1 and λ3 = 3
respectively.
For the multiple eigenvalue λ2 = 2 the associated sign characteristic is just the number of
positive (or negative) eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix
−P∗X−∗B X−1 P = −
−1 2
2 −7

,
where P = [x2, x3]. It turns out that σ(−P∗X−∗B X−1 P) = {7.6056, 0.3944}, making λ2 = 2
of positive type.
Note that the spectra of the left and right divisors and their sign characteristics are consistent
with Theorem 9. 
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